They all look alike...but one is a CHAMPION!

Always there is a certain something about a champion that puts him in front of the general run. In boxing it is often known as "championship stuff." It could be called "championship temperament." Certainly "championship temperament" has made Wilson, a champion in his price class, as sound and honest as the day is long. This good back- 

bone man has a truly startling thing—head, heart and rich—yet refined, mild and easy. In a 

fighter, as in boxing, once you have met the champion you never will be whole 

satisfied with less than championship performance.
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SUMMARIZED! ANALYZED! EXPLAINED!

More people are reading The Literary Digest every week than any other news weekly. Because it presents the heart of the news in clear, concise, concentrated style. In every issue you will find the news behind the news on all the important topics of the day. Here are a few of the many interesting questions answered in this week's Literary Digest:

1. What woman commands the greatest standing in the world today? (Page 22)
2. How the President Keeps Fit? (Page 22)
3. What new battle is being fought against "poor in America"? (Page 17)
4. Why is it that some mothers never see the fathers of their children? (Page 23)
5. Why did the President recently make a ruling under the espionage act of 1917? (Page 10)  
6. Who is Oscar who is "murdered" over and over again? (Page 56)
7. How to get along with People! (Page 28)
8. Do crooners benefit under Social Security? (Page 6)
9. Why are 60,000,000 people fasting this week? (Page 11)

Know what is going on in the world—and why. Understand the news. Buy The Literary Digest this week—and every week.